
 

  

 

 

 
 

First-Years’ First Impressions 
 

That first minute you step onto campus—what’s that like? If our first-years had the jitters, we didn’t notice! It looked like they 

were just excited to be here! Admissions Counselor Alyssa Heckendorf ’23 walked around and asked some of them what 

their first impressions were. Here’s what they said. 
 

Molly Fitzsimmons (LPS, pictured left): Everyone here is very obnoxiously 

nice! 
 

Hailey Marohn (Manitowoc LHS, pictured middle): I like that it’s small 

and easy to get around in. 
 

Olivia Klabunde (Redwood Valley HS-MN, pictured right): It’s a 

community. It’s like one big happy family.  
 

Ben Loescher (KML): It’s just a beautiful campus. I walked around and 

there were lots of pretty trees and flowers and everything.  
 

Michaela Larson (RML): When I first came, there were a bunch of guys 

that just ran to my car and grabbed the boxes and put them in my room! 
 

Eva Doebler (CLHS): The professors at MLC are so helpful and inviting 

compared to the professors I met when I was touring public universities.  
 

Hans Boeder (MVL): Making friends at MLC is very easy. 
 

Anika Metzger (WLA): I really like the free planners, and the food here is pretty good too. 
 

 

 
 

 

What They’re Most Excited About 
 

We also asked students what they’re most excited about this year. Here are a few 

responses, but be sure to scan the QR code to hear them all in the video! 
 

Stasi Scharf (LPS): Study abroad in London. 
 

Aric Reim (Immanuel LHS): Children’s Theatre.  
 

Addy Wendt (KML): My religion classes, mostly because I love the teachers.  
 

Kyle Doering (LLHS): Student Senate. We’ve got some really awesome things in 

the works.  
 

Chloe Mattek (FVL): Seeing all our friends again and getting into clinical classes. 
 

Claire Tomhave (LPS): Cross country! Hopefully we can take 

home another UMAC Championship. 
 

Morgan Behnke (Brillion HS-WI): My special education clinical. 
 

Jake Vilhauer (RML): Spending every moment with my friends. 
 

Sanford Knight (MLS, pictured): I guess, finding my wife!  
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